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Research Reports 

The Ontological Foundation of Religious Praxis in 

Y ogacara -Buddhism: The OntgJogical Significance 

of Madhycintavibhagakarika 1. 1 

Paul HOORNAERT 

If it be true that ontological statements in Buddhist texts are con

ceptualized and verbalized expressions of insights into the real gained 

in the course of the Path (marga) and that there is no Buddhist 

ontology apart from Buddhist religion, it is also true that the Bud

dhist seeks to establish the ultimate significance of his religious 

endeavor (margasatya) and the possibility of attaining emancipation 

(nirodhasatya) by means of a logos about" the way things are," i.e. 

by means of an ontology. In this paper I will argue that the Early 

Yogacara-Buddhists, in developing their ontology, were mainly con~ 

cerned about the foundation of Buddhism as a religion. 

Madhyantavibhagakarika (MVK) I. ~ expresses the basics of this 

ontology as follows: .. The mind falsely appearing (as enduring 

subject and object) exists. In it the duality (of subject and object) 

does not exist. Emptiness however exists in it and it itself also 

exists in emptiness."D The ontological statements (asti, na vidyate, 

vidyate, vidyate) contained. in this verse, which no doubt express 

insights into the real gained at an advanced stage of the Path, are 

at the same time so many ontological foundations of the ultimate 

1) abhiitaparikalpo 'sti dvayan tatra na vidyatefsunyata vidyate tr; atra 
tasyam api sa vidyatel! (G.M. Nagao. Madhyantavibhagabha~ya. A Buddhist 
Philosophical Treatise edited for the first time from a Sanskrit Manuscript. 
Suzuki Research Foundation, Tokyo 1964, p. 17). 
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significance of the religious endeavor itself. The following analysis, 

based on Vasubandhu's bha$ya (MVB) and Sthiramati's tika (MVT),2) 

shows that the Early Yogadira-Buddhists summarized the ontological 

foundation of their religious praxis in this verse. 

I. Abhiitaparikalpo 'sti. 

The working proper to the defiled (sarhkli$ta) mind IS to appear 

(pratibhas) in the form (akara) of what does not exist, i.e. in the 

form of a knowable object (grahya) and a knowing subject (grahaka).8) 

This untrue (abhuta=atattva=vitatha=viparita=aparinifpanna) or 

deceiving appearance (abhutaparikalpa =bhranti=maya), although 

2) S. Yamaguchi. Sthiramati. Madhyantavibhiigatikli. Exposition Sys
t~matique du Yogiicliravijfiaptivlida. Tome I. Texte, Nagoya 1934. 

3) MVB and MVT (ad MVK I. 3ab and III. 22def) identify grlihyaprati
bhiisa with iilayavijfiiina and grlihakapratibhiisa with the other 7 vijiianas. 
Sthiramati (MVT 18, 16~24) comments that iilaya is anlikiira or agrlihaka 
because it does not grasp (graha1.la) its object as anitya etc. This does not 
contradict Trimsikabhii~ya (ed. S. L~vi, p. 19, 3ff.), where the same author 
says that ataya's iiklira is a vijiiapti which does not know its object in a 
clear-cut way (paricchid, pratisamvid) as being this or that. Alaya is un
interrupted appearance of whatever is knowable or known (griihya=bhlijana
loka and sattvaloka) by the other 7 vijiilinas. This is not to s'ay that alaya 
itself has no subjective form (akiira), through which it knows its own ob
ject. In fact, the uninterrupted appearance of bhlijanaloka-sattvaloka is pre
cisely due to the uninterrupted awareness by alaya of its own object. Only. 
this awareness is never grlihaka, never a clear-cut knowledge of its own object. 
The other 7 vijiiiinas, although each of them is really grlihyagrl1hakaprati
bhiisa (cf. MVT 146, 6~9), are defined as grahakapratibhasa only. K'uei-chi 
remarks that MVB treats alaya as grl1hyapratibhlisa only, because lilaya's 
object is easily known, whereas its subjective form is difficult to know. 
Conversely, the other 7 vijfilinas are treated as grahakapratibhiisa only, be· 
cause their subjective form is easily known (m*iimfij~1iC, T. vol. 44, nr. 
1835, 21bll-13). The liklira proper to the defiled manas is uninterrupted 
(nit yam) thinking (manyana) of the Self. The iikara of the other 6 vijiilinas 
is vijiiapti or vi!ayagrlihaka. Among them the 5 sense-consciousnesses are 
vi~aya-udgraha (that is, avikalpaka) and manovijiiiina is vi~ayavikalpa 

(MVB 48, 10ff.; MVT 162, 13ff.; MahayanasiUriilarizkiira, ed. S. Levi, XI. 40, 
p. 64-65). 
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nonexistent as to the way in which it appear~, exists in as far as it 

appears. It is precisely because it exists as deceiving· appearance-only 

(bhrantimatra) that it may deceive theignor:tnt. What is nonexis,

tent cannot deceive. i ) This 'appearance has dependence-on-a,nother as 

one of its existential modes (palatantrnsvabhava)5) because it ex

ists as the outcome of a process of mutual causality between filaya

vijfiana and the 7 pravrttivijiil'lnas. As such it is momentary 

(k~aflika)6) and therefore inexpressible (anabhillipya).7) 

The following problem concerns us· here: why does MVK 1. la 

attribute (a) existence (asti) and (b) more specifically, a dependent 
, 

mode of existence to the working of the defiled mind? 

(a) Existence must be attributed to abhutaparikalpa for the fol

lowing reason. If abhutaparikalpa or the deceiving appearance as 

subject-object (grahyagrahakapratibhasa) did not exist, discourse 

about (grahyagrahakaniyama. jalpa) or clinging to the real existence 

4) According to the Dharmadharmatllvibhangavrtti two elements are in
dispensable for bhrllnti: (a) a nonexistent (med-pa) and (b) an existent 
which appears (snan'-ba) in the form of the nonexistent (Tib. Ed. by J. No
zawa, in Studies in Indology and Buddhology. Presented in Honour of Pro
fessor Susumu Yamaguchi on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday. Ho· 
zokan, Kyoto 1955, p. 23, Iff.). Sthiramati defines bhranti in the same way: 
what exists (vidyamana) as appearance (yat khyllti) does not exist (avidya· 
mana) in the way it appears (yatha khyati). (MVT 113, 12-16; cf. also MVT 
13, 5-6 and 231, 17-18; Tris'Vabhavanirdesa, Toh. Nr.4058, vv. 2-3). The 
defiled 8 vijiillnas are all bhriinti. Alaya is bhranti because it continually 
lets the nonexistent bhlljanaloka-sattvaloka appear as existent. The other 
7 vijiiilnas are bhranti because they appear as if the mind really existed 
as grahaka. 

5) MVB 19,19-20 (ad MVK 1.5); MVT 18,3-4 (ad MVK 1. 3). I trans
late svabhava as "existential mode" in the sense that the three svabhavas 
are three modes proper to all existents or dharmas. 

6) MVT 117, 5-7. Whatever is paratantra cannot subsist by its own 
power for more than one moment (cf. Mahllyanasamgraha, T. vol. 31, nr. 
1594, 139a28-29). 

7) MVT 22, 14-15. 
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of subject and object (grahyagrahakagraha) by the ignorant would 

not exist either.S) . In fact, clinging to grahyagrahaka depends on 

the appearance as grahyagrahaka.9 ) The ignorant, deceived by the, 

appearance as griihyagrahaka, cling to the real existence of grahya

grahaka. . If this clinging· were not real, defilement' (sarhklesa, cor

responding to the dul;kha-and samudayasatya) .would not be real. 

In that case there would be no need for emancipation and religious 

praxis (margasatya) together with its goal (nirodhasatya) would be 

meaningless. lO) 

8) ava/yam carthakiiram vijiiiinam abhyupaganta'vyam, aniikare hi tas
min griihyagriihakaniyama eva na syiit (MVT .26, 1-2); t4Smin griihyagra
hakaprakhyanalak~a'J,e 'rthe 'yam grllhya 'yam griihaka iti vlinmanobhyarh 
yad abhilapanam sa jalpa ity ucyate (MVT 218, 18-20). 

9) sa eva grahyagrahakiibhiniveso 'rthasattvadipratibhasanibandhanal,. 
(MVT 17, 10~11). Cf. also Dharmadharmatavibhangavrtti (Tib. Ed, by J. 
Nozawa, p, 23,5-6): the three kinds of aefilement (klesa, karman. janma) 
arise because of clinging to the real existence of what appears in bhriinti. 

Strictly speaking, abhutaparikalpa refers to both grahyagriihakapratibhasa 
and grahyagriihakagraha, In the former sense it is a karmadharaya-com
pound, meaning" untrue, false, deceiving (abhilta) appearance." All defiled 8 
vijiiiinas are abhutaparikalpa in this sense because all of them appear as 
griihyagrahaka. ,In the second sense it is a tatpuru~a-compound, meaning 
"discrimination of and clinging to what does not exist (abhiltam)" (Cf. MVT 
22,IQ-ll where grahyagrahaka are called abhiltam). Sthiramati includes 
both meanings in the following definition: abhatam asmin dvayan'l parikal
pyate 'nena vety abhiltaparikalpah (MVT 13, 18-19). Abhataparikalpa is the 
mind in which (asmin) or by which (anena) subject and object are imagined 
to exist. The former (asmin) corresponds to the 8 vijiilinas as grllhyagra
hakapratibhasa while the latter (anena) corresponds to the defiled manas 
and manovijiiana as grahyagrahakagraha (the 5 sense-consciousnesses and 
lllayavijiilina are free from graha). MVK III. 16cd and its comments (MVB 
44, 16-18 and MVT 138, 16ff.) express the same idea: the mind appearing 
as rapa (rupakhyatavijiiana) is that in which rupa is discriminated (vikal
pitarupa) by the mind which discriminates riipa (rupavikalpa=griiha). The 
result or that which is discriminated is the parikalpitasvabhava of rapa 
(parikalpitarapa). Mahliyanasamgraha (T. nr. 1594, 139blOff.) employs the 
same distinction. 

10) MVT 21. 5ff. 
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A similar passage occurs in Asanga's Mahliylinasarhgraha.ll) The 

mind operates deceivingly because, although in reality it arises and 

perishes moment after moment as a new dharma, it appears in the 

form of nonexisting substances enduring throughout a large number 

of moments such as rapa. The problem is why this kind of opera· 

tion needs to exist. Asanga answers that this deceiving operation 

of the mind should exist because it acts as support (lisraya) for per· 

verted views (viparyasa such as samaropa) which constitute defile

ment. If defilement did not exist, purification (vyavadiina) would 

not exist either. Briefly, if the working of the defiled mind did not 

exist, religious praxis would become meaningless. 

(b) Why should the existential mode proper to the mind as de

ceiving appearance be the dependent (paratantra) mode? In other 

words, why should abhataparikalpa be essentially perishable? The 

answer is that. if it were not essentially perishable. there would be 

no possibility of emancipation. In fact, emancipation is attained only 

when the deceptive working of the mind has perished completely.12) 

II. Dvayan tatra na vidyate. 

How does the nonexistence of duality (grahyagrahaka) constitute 

an ontological condition of the significance of religious praxis? In 

other words, why is it necessary that the mind, although it exists 

as deceiving-appearance-only (abhataparikalpo 'sti), do not exist 

in the way it appears? Sthiramati answers that, if duality real

ly existed, defilement would be permanent (nitya). Emancipation 

would then be impossible and all efforts to attain it would be 

fruitless. 13) 

11) T. vol. 31, nr. 1594, 138b23-c4; nr. 1597, 339a25-b6; nr. 1598, 401a14-b4; 
parallel in nr. 1585, 39b20-26. 

12) tatk~ayan muktir i~yate (MVK I. 4d). 
13) MVT 21, 20-22. 
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The same idea may be formulated in another way. If the mind 

really existed in the way it appears (i.e. if duality existed in it), it 

would not be untrue (abhiUa), but true (bhuta) or perfect (parini~

panna=aviparita). In that case, defilement would not exist. the 

mind would perfectly intuit the real. and there would be no need for 

emanci pation. 

To summarize: if grahyagrahaka really existed, emancipation 

would be either impossible or needless. Therefore, the nonexistence 

of grahyagrahaka or of the'imagined existential mode (parikalpita

svabhava) is an ontological requisite of the meaningfulness of re

ligious praxis. 

III. 8iinyati vidyate tv atra. 

What exactly is the meaning of existence (vidyate) attributed to 

emptiness by this pada? According to Vasubandhu both abhutapari

kalpa and sunyatli are existent (sat. yod-pa, MVB 18, 5). Since this 

pada establishes a relation of immanence between siinyata and 

abhUtaparikalpa, it follows that the way in which each of them 

exists is different. Let us consider (a) in what sense emptiness is 

said to exist and (b) why it is said to exist in this way. 

(a) Emptiness is synonymous with the unconditioned or perfect 

existential mode (parini$pannasvabhava) of dharmas. Each dharma 

as a conditioned existent, although it appears in the form of the 

imagined mode (parikalpitasvabhlivliklira) or although the imagined 

mode is superimposed (samarulz.) on it, is always already (sada sarva

klilam) free from this imagined mode,w This" always already being 

free from" (sunyatli, virahitata) is the unconditioned (asamskrta). un

originated and unperishable (prakrti), unchangeable (avikara, tatha-

14) For definitions of silnyatii or parini~pannasvabhava C£. MVB 18,2-3; 
MVT 11,2-3 and 22,16; Trimsikiiklirikii 21cd; Trimsikabhalya 40, 4-5; 
Trisvabravanirde§a, verse 3. 
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ta) 'mode inherent in all conditioned existents. Pai:ini~parmasva

bhava or sunyatii refers to the existeQtial mode in virtue of which 

dependent (paratantra) dharmas are, always already merely depen

dent, i.e. are never existing in the imagined self-dependent or sub

stantial 'mode. Only,· this mode .of being-merely-dependent is itself 

not dependent but unconditioned. In other words, the nonexistence 

of the imagined mode is. never a dependent nonexistence (such as 

nonexistence after having existed) but an absolute nonexistence (aty: 
anta-abhava).m Existing as merely dependent-on-anotheror never 

existing as self-dependent is the emptiness of dharmas, their always

already-established existential mode (parini$pannasvabhava). 

Further, emptiness is not mere nonexistence of the imagined mode 

but the existence of this nonexistence (abhavasya bhava, MVK 1. 13ab) 

in the dependent mode. According to Sthiramati (MVT 47,22), to 

say that emptiness exists as existence of nonexistence is not to say 

that it exists as vastu. Textual analysis shows that vastu or dravya 

refer to the dependent existential mode of dharmas,16) To draw a 

clear distinction we could say that the ontological concept of exis

tence applies to the dependent mode only. Ontoiogically speaking, 

dharmas as dependent (paratantra) exist while they do not exist as 

imagined (parikalpita). 8ilnyata or parin'ilpannasvabhava is 'on

tologically speaking neither existence like the paratantrasvabhava, 
nor nonexistence like the parikalpitasvabhava. It is neithe'r existence 

nor nonexistence (na bhdvo niipi cdbhil7)a[t, MVK 1. l3c: bha:l1a

bhavavimuktasvabhava, MVT 115, 13) but a mode beyond the 

ontological "is" (bhilva=paratantra) and "is not" (abhilva= 

parikalpita). 

Sthiramati comments that, if emptiness were mere nonexistence 

15) Cf. MVT 47, 13-20. 
16) Cf. MVT 11, 13 (abhutaparikalpa exists as dravya) and Trimsika

bhli~ya 16,11-12 and 16,15-17 (vijfilinapari1:llima exists as vastu or dravya). 
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and not existence of nonexistence, it would be equal to nothingness. 

In that case dharmas would not be empty, and duality would exist.17) 

Emancipation would then be either impossible or needless (d. II). 

Consequently, emptiness is a positive existential mode to be defined 

as existence of nOilexistence. 

(b) That all dharmas are empty in the sense explained above is 

a requisite of the possibility of emancipation. Sthiramati, commen

ting on MVK 1. lc, says: HIn fact, emptiness is the pure object (that 

is, the object of pure knowledge-nirvikalpajfUina). This mode of 

being free from grahyagrllhaka exists in the defiled mind. There

fore it is not true that there is no emancipation."lB) If dharmas 

were not· always already intrinsically (that is, independent of the fact 

whether man realizes this or not) free from the imagined mode, any 

effort towards emancipation would be in vain. This is not to say, 
-

however, that the mode of being empty as such is emancipation. If 

it were so, all dharmas would be naturally emancipated and again 

there would be no need for religious praxis. I therefore used the 

expression "requisite of the possibility of emancipation." The fourth 

piida is closely related to this problem. 

IV. Tasyim api sa vidyate. 

Under this heading three items will be discussed. For religious 

praxis to be meaningful and fruitful it is necessary that (a) empti

ness get defiled (samala) by the immanence of the defiled mind in 

it and that (b) it get purified (nirmala) through religious praxis which 

eradicates the seeds of defilement. For emancipation to be possible 

it is also necessary that (c) emptiness, in spite of this change from 

a defiled to a pure state, do never relinquish its original purity 

17) anyatha dvayabhl1vasyl1stitvam eva syat, tadbhl1vasya sunyata avidya
mlinatvlit (MVT 47,2-3). 

18) sunyatli hi viSuddhyalambana, so, ca grahyagrl1hakarahitata ' bhUta
parikalpe 'sUti na mok~libhaval], (MVT 12,2-3). 
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(prakrtivisuddhatva, prakrtiprabhiisvarata). In other words, it is 

necessary that both the samala and nirmala stages and the change 

from sam ala to nirmala itself be extrinsic or adventitious (ligantuka, 

krtrima). Let us consider these three requisites in detail,19) 

(a) Sthiramati raises the following problem.20) It emptiness always 

already exists in the defiled mind (silnyata vidyate tv atra), why is 

it that we do not always already realize this, so that we are eman

cipated naturally without making any effort? He answers that this 

is because the defiled mind in its turn exists in emptiness (tasyiim 

api sa vidyate). As long as the defiled mind (abhutaparikalpa= 

klesajfieyiiva!'atziini) continues to exist, emptiness gets defiled (upa

kli$ta, avi§uddha, samala) and covered up (avrta) by it. That emp

tiness thus gets covered up is necessary for the meaningfulness of 

religion. If it were not so, every existent would be naturally eman

cipated without there being any need for religious praxis.21) 

(b) It is also necessary that the Path eradicates the two veils 

(avaratza) and uncovers or purifies emptiness.22 ) If religious praxis 

did not purify emptiness, it would be fruitless (n4phala). Emancipa

tion is the complete eradication of abhutaparikalpa and the entire 

purification of emptiness.23 ) 

19) On samala-nirmala, prakrti·agantuka see MVB and MVT ad MVK 
1. 16, 1. 21, II. 15a and 15c, V. 20-22. 

20) MVT 11,3-9; 12,4-7 and 12,21-25. 
21) Cf. MVB 26,17ff. and MVT 59,15ff. ad MVK 1. 21ab. 
22) na hy a'visodhitGYG,il sflnyatGYGlil mok~o 'sti (MVT 12,24; d. also 

MVB 27,2-3 and MVT 60,4-11 ad MVK 1. 21cd). On the gradual eradica
tion of jiieya:vara~za, paralleled by the gradual uncovering of tathata d. 
MVT 98,11ff. 

23) Cf. MVT 125, 19 (nirva~za defined as ekantanirmalatathata). 
One problem: does the mind in its dependent mode continue to exist in 

nirvG'I;1a, or does the eradication of abhiUaparikalpa ipso facto mean the 
eradication of the mind in its dependent or conditioned mode? The text 
identifies abhfltaparikalpa with the dependent (MVK 1. 5) Of conditioned 

(Continued on next page) 
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(c) If emptiness is first defiled (cf. a) and gets purified later (cf. 

b) in the course of the Path, how can it be the unchangeable, always

already-accomplished (parini$panna) existential mode of dharmas? 

The distinction between adventitiousness (agantukatva) and intrinsic 

nature (prakrti) provides the answer to this problem. 

First, abhutaparikalpa is not the intrinsic nature of dharmas but 

their adventitious or extrinsic appearance.24 ) The intrinsic nature 

of dharmas is their emptiness as always pure (prakrtiviSuddha). 

Any defilement, caused by the existence of abhutaparikalpa in emp

tiness (tasyam api sa vidyate) is extrinsic (agantuka) and does in 

no way affect the original purity of dharmas. If this defilement 

were intrinsic, all efforts to eradicate it would be in vain. In fact, 

it is by definition impossible to eradicate the original or intrinsic 

nature of dharmas. 

Second, if dharmas never get defiled intrinsically, if follows that 

(Continued from p. 46) 
(MVB 18,11-12) mode. K'uei-chi, however, remarks that abhataparikalpa 
refers only to the defiled aspect of the dependent mode (T. vol. 44, nr. 
1835, 2b12-14 ad MVK 1. 1; d. also JjX;lJfU~~, T. vol. 31,nr. 1585, 39b2-
8). The pure aspect of the dependent mode corresponds to the working 
of pnthalabdha}nana or suddhalaukikajnana, which remains active in 
m.rvatla. MVK, MVB and MVT do not distinguish these two aspects in 
the dependent mode, but the idea of a pure dependent mode is not absent 
(d. e.g. MVT 22,14-15 and 118,14-17). Nirvli1:ta is complete eradication of 
the defiled paratantra only. On the realization of emptiness (=parini~pan
nasvabhava) through nirvikalpajnana follows a necessary return to the para
tantrasvabhava. In fact, the purpose of the Path is to know the dependent 
mode as dependent. This knowledge is impossible if not preceded by know
ledge of the parini~pannasvabhii'm (na-adrHe 'smin [parini:sPannasvabhiivel 
sa [paratantrasvabhava] drsyate, Trirhsikakarika 22d). Pr~thalabdhajnana is 
the dependent mode knowing itself as dependent. It is the working of the 
mind in its pure paratantra mode. It knows paratantra dharmas as maya, 
as empty of the imagined mode appearing in them. 

24) Not the dependent mode as such, but only the defiled dependent mode 
(abhiltaparikalpa) is agantuka (d. note 23, p. [46]). 
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they never get purified intrinsically either. Because dharmas are 

intrinsically pure. the change from the defiled (samala) to the pure 

(nirmala) state never results in an intrinsic purification. Both the 

defiled and pure states are adventitious.25 ) 

Third, if both the defiled and pure stmes are adventitious, it fol

lows that also the change from defilement to purity is adventitious. 

This is expressed by saying that this change is only are-turn (pa

rlivrtti) to, a re-covering of an original purity which was always 

already there. 

That dharmas get extrinsically defiled and purified is a requisite of 

the meaningfulness of religious praxis (d. IV. (a) and (b)). It is, 

however, all the more necessary that dharmas be originally pure, lest 

the extrinsic change from defilement to purity as a re-turn be im

possible. Precisely because dharmas are intrinsically always already 

"turned" (paravrtta) or purified, does the change from defilement 

to purity as are-turn (parlivrttt) become possible.26) This return 

is attained by the realization (adhigam, MVT 242, 20) that, intrinsi

cally, the 1/ turn H is always already accomplished. 

25) tena yadi dharmmadhatuh smhklisyate va viSuddhyate veti kalpayaty 
ayam antah, prakrtyasarhkli~tasya sarhklesavisuddhyabhavad (MVB 71, 15-
17). Cf. also MVK V. 21 (both aviSuddhi and visuddhi are iigantuka); Ma
hayanasiitralarhkara, ed. S. Levi, XI. 27-29, p. 61-62 (both vipak~a and pra
tipak~a are like maya); MVT 239,19-20 (avidya is not to be eradicated, 
vidya not to be produced); MVK V.22 (there is no real perishing of impure 
dharmas and no real growth of pure dharmas, no intrinsic eradication of 
samsara and no intrinsic growth of nirva1;la). 

26) The Dharmadharmatavibhaizgavrtti clearly states that the iisraya
paro.vrtti has always already taken place and is permanent (rtag-pa) (Tib. 
Ed. by J. Nozawa. p. 44, 2-45, 5). 

Here we come across the fait primitij of religion: absolute reality (the 
fully accomplished mode of dharmas) is always already. Religion finds its 
raison a etre in the re-turn to, the re-covering of an ultimate reality, 
which always already is, albeit in the mode of coveredness and forgottenness. 
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Conclusion 

1. I have shown that MVK 1. 1 gIves an ontological foundation 

to the Buddhist religion. Religious praxis is meaningful because the 

defiled mind exists (abhutaparikalpo 'stt). Religious praxis can 

eradicate defilement and is fruitful because abhutaparikalpa is essen

tially perishable (paratantra) and adventitious (agantuka). 

Next, if duality really existed, religious praxis would be in vain and 

emancipation impossible or needless. Therefore, the intrinsic nature 

of the mind as always already empty, intrinsically pure, and always 

already CI turned" (dvayam tatra na vidyate, sunyata vidyate tv 

atra) is a requisite of the possibility of emancipation. MVK 1. 1 

establishes the significance of religion by affirming both the intrinsic 

nature (dvayam tatra na vidyate, sunyata vidyate tv atra) and the 

adventitious character (abhutapankalpo 'sti, tasyam api sa vidyate) 

of the mind. 

2. The Early Y ogadira -Buddhists developed a new ontological 

foundation of the Four Truths: defilement (dulJkhasatya) and its 

cause (samudayasatya, the mutual causality between lilayavijiiiina 

and pravrttivijfianas) exist. But there is a Path (margasatya) 

which, when followed, will lead to emancipation (nirodhasatya). In 

developing their ontology (its main features are e. g. attribution of 

existence to the paratantrasvabhava, definition of emptiness as ex

istence of nonexistence) they opposed the Madhyamikas. They must 

have been dissatisfied with the Madhyamika-ontology because it did 

not seem to provide a sufficient basis of religious praxis. 

3. The title of this paper says: "the ontological foundation of 

religious praxis." It should be remembered, however, that in Bud

dhism there is not first ontology and then religion, but that ontology 

is rather a postulate of religion. What I mean is that MVK I. 1 

reflects the following pattern of reasoning: "For my religion to be 

meaningful and emancipation to be possible, it is necessary that 
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ahataparikalpa exists, duality does not exist etc.", In other words, 

the existence of abhataparikalpa, emptiness etc. are not proven, but 

simply postulated as ontological requisites of the meaningfulness of 

religion. 

Finally, the relation ontology-religiorr-involves the following circle. 

Only the saint engaged in the Buddhist Path will be able to see 

things the way they are, and reach the insights laid down in Bud

dhist ontology, On the other hand, the Buddhist Path itself owes 

its meaningfulness to this ontology. And again, for the enlightened 

who has reached insight into the way things are, religion itself has 

ceasep. Seen from the level of the highest truth (paramarthasatya) 

religion itself becomes agantuka. 
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